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MARRIOTT TRAVELER: QUESTIONS BEFORE STARTING

APPROACH

What is our content strategy?
Who owns content creation?

What is our distribution plan?

Who should be involved in this 
project?

Who owns this project?

Which platform will we use?

What mediums will we use to 
distribute the content?Which destinations?

What is success?
KPI’s & Metrics?

How will we track and measure 
success?

Who will lead this project?

What tools and vendors do we need to 
accomplish this?

Sequencing and prioritization of 
content calendar?

1. CONTENT 2. DISTRIBUTION

3. MEASUREMENT
5. OWNERSHIP

4. TECHNOLOGY

Who are the technology providers?

What are the content sources?

Strategic Goals?



MARRIOTT TRAVELER: OUR APPROACH

Measurement: Lift and shift perception of Marriott as a travel brand, grow 
search visibility and commerce. KPI’s include reach and engagement, search 
rankings and room night growth

Content: Three cities, New Orleans, Orlando and Chicago. Content Studio 
leads with influencers, brands and employees supporting

Ownership: Joint venture between Marriott Digital + Content Studio

Technology: Use more flexible CMS with current web analytics platform. 
Reach out to content creation platforms to scale initiative

Distribution: Balanced paid, owned and earned distribution strategy with 
emphasis in search, social and content discovery networks. Focus on 
marquee content with aggressive placement early launch





CONTENT – Leading by Example



CONTENT: THE EXPERIENCE

To deliver content that tells a story of the different ways people can enjoy a city. We want 
the audience to discover cities the way the “coolest person you know” would experience it. 
And establish a platform with content that is fun, shareable and unique 

Tone-of-voice embodies these areas:

1. Unexpected Content: The writing is clever and authentic by sharing the secrets of the city 

2. Authority of Cool: We know thing and want them to be part of what’s cool

3. Like a local: Our audience should travel like a local–without wasting time wondering 

4. Rich media: All types of content will feature imagery and highly “snackable” modules.



CONTENT: THE CONTENT CREATORS 

TRAVELERInfluencers

Rewards 
Insiders

Content 
platform & 

provider
Content 
agency

“Navigators”
Concierges



CONTENT: EXAMPLES

HUB: Interview with Marriott Rewards Insiders to discover ‘Free Fun for Kids in New Orleans’

HYGIENE: Infographics that will highlight ‘The best places to run in Chicago’ and Lists provided by Renaissance 
Concierges to feature ‘7 Refuges for Nature Lovers in New Orleans’

HERO: Sonia will travel across the city to help the travel discover well known and unexpected places. 
Infographics will also accompany this piece in addition to video



CONTENT: SCHEDULE



DISTRIBUTION – Orchestration of Paid, Owned & Earned



HOMEPAGE

SEARCH PAID SOCIAL DIGITAL MAGAZINES
CONTENT 

DISCOVERY
DISPLAY/NATIVE

PUBILICITY
INSIDERS 

COMMUNITY
INDUSTRY ARTICLES

INFLUENCERS 
AMPLIFICATION

HOTEL PAGES ENEWS EMAIL

DISTRIBUTION: Paid, Owned & Earned Media Plan

SOCIAL

SOCIAL BUZZ

OMG! 
MARRIOTT 
JUST BROKE 
THE INTERNET..

OWNED

PAID

EARNED



DISTRIBUTION: Media Planning & Execution



DISTRIBUTION: Owned Media Example Highlights

“ My genuine love for people and my son. It puts 
me into a position where I can serve those people 
and take care of my family.”

Cory Ricks, 
a Renaissance New Orleans Navigator and New 

Orleans native



#MRpoints Activation  
• Mobile enabled social experience that allows 

Marriott Rewards members to earn points for 
sharing Marriott content within their social 
networks 

DISTRIBUTION: Owned Media Example Highlights
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DISTRIBUTION: Paid Media Example Highlights
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DISTRIBUTION: Paid Media Example Highlights



MEASURED IMPACT – So what happened?





MEASURED IMPACT: Driving awareness through earned



Source: Google, Yahoo, Google Analytics 3/25 – 5/30/15

• Grew keyword rankings by 600+ in 
the first 30 days

• We are gaining search exposure for 
high volume keywords including 
‘New Orleans attractions’ and ‘free 
things to do in Orlando’

MEASURED IMPACT: Search visibility



MEASURED IMPACT: User feedback



13 Lessons Learned – How to make it all work better



1. Know who is owning the project



2. Have a clear project manager



3. Plan meticulously



4. It will never go as planned



5. So be ready to fail fast and react



6. Paid distribution is important, but

you’ve got to earn it



7. Make the content rich and

repurposable



8. Think mobile first



9. Clearly define success metrics



10. Create authentic content



11. Listen and monitor your

readers feedback



12. Turn your customers

into brand advocates 



13. Think long-term 



LESSONS LEARNED: The 13 Things You Need to Know

1. Know who is owning the project

2. Have a clear project manager

3. Plan meticulously

4. It will never go as planned

5. So ready to fail fast and react

6. Paid distribution is important, but you’ve got to earn it

7. Make the content rich and purposable

8. Think mobile first

9. Clearly define success metrics

10. Create authentic content

11. Listen and monitor your readers feedback

12. Turn your customers into brand advocates

13. Think long-term




